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Never Late, Never Away Chapter 1445 - 1446

Hannah let out a sigh. What am I going to do now? Who could I possibly go to for help?
Fabian? No way! I’ve decided to cut ties with him completely, and going to him for help will
only result in things getting messy between us! It’ll hurt a lot more if I end up falling for him
again! On top of that, I heard he was depressed and heartbroken after I left, so going back
only to leave him a second time would just hurt him a lot more!

Would it have been better for him if I stayed instead? Nah, that’s impossible! I mean, Fabian
is the freaking president of Phoenix Group as well as the sole heir and backbone of the
Norton family! I can’t even imagine the amount of pressure he’d face if I were to stay with
him! Besides, there’s no way someone with that much wealth wouldn’t want an heir of his
own, but I can’t bear any children…

At that moment, an idea popped up in Hannah’s head. What if I go to Xavier for help, then?
He likes me a lot, so he’ll definitely agree to lend me a hand, but… wouldn’t this count as
using him because of his feelings for me? No, this won’t do… He’ll definitely want me to
repay his favor by marrying him or something! My heart only has room for Fabian, so I
couldn’t possibly be with Xavier!

Having dismissed that idea, Hannah began crossing out her options one by one, only to
smile wryly when she realized she didn’t have anyone who could help her at all.

“Don’t worry, you still have yourself to rely on! Everything will be fine! You can do this,
Hannah!” she told herself after letting out another helpless sigh.

I’ll keep pushing forward bravely, no matter what lies ahead of me! I’m sure everything will
be fine as long as I have faith in myself! I must get to the bottom of my mom’s death before
I return to that house she left me, or I won’t be able to live the rest of my life in peace! I have
to get this done while I’m still young and capable of going at it without rest, especially while
people still know who I am…

“All right, it’s decided!” Hannah mumbled to herself with a nod before immersing herself fully
in the pile of documents in front of her.

Natasha who was seated nearby had heard everything Hannah said to herself and knew she
had probably figured something out.
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She stole a glance at Hannah who was busy with her work before pulling out her phone and
sending Fabian a text: How are things on your end, Mr. Norton? Mrs. Norton hasn’t been
able to find anything on her end, and she seems to be a little out of it right now.

Fearing that Fabian would call her immediately after receiving her text, Natasha sent him
another one: I’m working with Mrs. Norton in her office right now, so I can’t talk to you on the
phone.

She then stole another glance at Hannah to make sure she wasn’t looking before hitting the
send button.

Natasha even made sure to delete her messages and put her phone on silent before
breathing a sigh of relief.

Never Late, Never Away Chapter 1446

Fabian’s reply came in shortly after: Okay, got it. Your mission is to keep Hannah safe, so
make sure nothing goes wrong. I’ve already had someone look into her mother’s death, and
we managed to find some evidence too. We’re currently looking for witnesses, and I’ll
arrange for you to meet them once we found one. I believe you know what to do with them,
right? Oh, I’ll also be giving you a number. You two can meet up to discuss your plans before
having this person bring the witness to Hannah.

Natasha quickly saved the phone number provided at the end of the text before replying: By
the way, there’s something else I need to tell you. Mr. Jackson has been in touch with our
senior editor and has requested for Mrs. Norton to conduct an interview with him tomorrow.
I’m still unsure of the exact time of the interview, but it’s definitely taking place tomorrow.

Natasha had no idea what Fabian thought of it as he didn’t reply after that, but she deleted
their conversation anyway.

She then took another peek at Hannah to make sure she was still busy with her work before
texting the contact Fabian gave her: Hello, this is Natasha. I believe Mr. Norton has arranged
for you to help out. Send me your personal details right now, and I’ll call you in a bit to
arrange for us to meet up. Just say you’re a friend of my brother or something, okay? Don’t
reply to this text, and just email me the file instead.
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Natasha let out a sigh of relief after deleting her messages and went back to work. Please
let this all to be over soon… That way, Hannah will be able to get together with Fabian again!
I can tell that she truly loves him, and I want her to be happy too…

She received the personal details of Fabian’s contact in her mailbox shortly after, and it was
sent anonymously just like she requested. That way, Natasha would be able to show it to
Hannah later without any issues.

Meanwhile, Fabian was busy with something in his office as well. However, he wasn’t going
through documents or checking his company’s stocks like he usually did. Instead, he was
writing something down at his desk with a pen.

Fabian had been racking his brain trying to win her back, and he decided on giving her a love
letter as a gift after eliminating every other option he had available to him.

Of course, a love letter coming from Fabian was no ordinary one, and this was no exception.
While there wasn’t anything special about the pen and paper that he used, the contents of
the pen were what made it extraordinary. By filling it with milk instead of ink, Fabian was
able to write her a message that would be invisible unless held over a flame.

Naturally, Fabian had taken several factors into deep consideration before choosing to give
her something like this as a gift. A creative and romantic gift like this is sure to melt her
heart! I used to be too tyrannical and domineering in our relationship, so this should help
change how she perceives me.

Secondly, she’s been with me long enough to know I’m not the kind who would write love
letters, and that is especially unlikely now that I’m the president of the number one company
in the country! This is my first time doing such a thing, so it should reflect my sincerity and
seriousness in being together with her. I’m sure this is a lot more effective in winning her
over compared to fancy cars, expensive villas, or branded cosmetic products!

Fabian even made sure to have someone make him a special box which was painted light
blue and looked like an ordinary box for storing books and files. What made the box
extraordinary was the fact that it was hollow on the back.
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